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How many P-polynomial Structures 
can an Association Scheme have? 
EIICHI BANNAI* AND ETSUKO BANNAI 
As the Johnson association scheme J(2k -1, k -1) shows, an association scheme sometimes has 
more than one P-polynomial structure. In this paper we prove that any one association scheme can 
have no more than two P-polynomial structures (except for the association scheme of an n-gon) and 
that an association scheme can have two P-polynomial structures in only a few different ways. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An association scheme of class d is a pair :!f = (X, f1R) of a finite set X of v points and a set 
rJl = {R 0 , R1. ... , Rd} of symmetric relations R;(#- 0) which satisfy 
(i) R 0 = {(x, x )lx EX} is the identity relation. 
(ii) For every x, y EX, (x, y) E R; for exactly one i. 
(iii) For each fixed i, j, k E{0, 1, ... , d}, 
l{z E Xl(x, z) ERh (y, z) ER}l is constant ( = p~) 
whenever (x, y) E Rk. 
(The definition of association scheme slightly varies with the reference. But this does not 
matter in what follows, because the existence of a P-polynomial structure implies that the 
relations R; are all symmetric. We refer the reader to [2, 3, 4, 5, etc.] for the basic 
properties of association schemes.) 
According to Delsarte (cf. [3]) we call an association scheme :!f =(X, flR) a P-polynomial 
(association) scheme with respect to a fixed relation Rm, if the graph (X, Rm) (whose 
vertex-set is X and edge-set is Rm) is connected and is a distance-regular graph with 
diameter d, that is to say, if for each j = 0, 1, ... , d the new relation Rj defined by 
(x, y) E Rj ~the distance between x andy in the graph (X, Rm) is j 
~the length of a shortest path in the graph (X, Rm) 
joining x and y is j. 
coincides with R1 for exactly one l. (Here R~, ... , R~ must be a permutation of 
R 0 , ••• , Rd, and we haveR~= R 0 and R ~ = Rm.) In this case we can also say that :!f is a 
P-polynomial scheme with respect to the ordering R ~. R ~ • ... , R ~(which is a permutation 
of R 0 , R 1. ••• , Rd ). If R; = R; for i = 0, 1, ... , d, then we say that :!f is a P-polynomial 
scheme with the natural ordering R 0 , R h ... , Rd. There are several different but 
equivalent ways to define P-polynomial schemes (and also different terminologies for 
P-polynomial schemes). The reader is referred to [2, 3, 4, 5, etc.] for discussion of this. 
Let us recall some (but not all) the examples of association schemes which have more 
than one different P-polynomial structure. 
ExAMPLE 1. Let :!f = (X, rJl) be the association scheme of an n-gon. Namely X= 
{0, 1, ... , n -1} and the relations R;(i = 0, 1, ... , [n/2]) are defined by 
(x, y) E R; ~min{lx- y I, n -lx- y I}= i. 
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Then f!l? = (X, 9/l) becomes a P-polynomial scheme with respect to the relations Ri which 
satisfy (n, i) = 1. 
ExAMPLE 2. Let f!l? =(X, 9/l) be the Johnson association scheme J(2k -1, k -1). 
Namely let X be the set of all (k -1)-element subsets in a (2k -1)-element set and the 
relations R(i = 0, 1, ... , k -1) be defined by 
(x, y) E R ¢:} lx n y I= (k -1)- i. 
It is well-known that the association scheme J(2k -1, k -1) becomes a P-polynomial 
scheme not only with respect to the relation R 1 (namely with respect to the natural 
ordering R 0 , R 1, •.. , Rk_1) but also with respect to the relation Rk-1 (namely with 
respect to the ordering R;i =Ri(i = 0, 1, ... , [(k -1)/2]) and R;i+1 = 
R<k-1)-i(k = 0, 1, ... , [(k -2)/2])). The graph (X, Rk_ 1), which is distance-transitive (and 
hence distance-regular), is called the odd graph Ok. (cf. [1, 20B]). 
ExAMPLE 3. Let f!l?= (X, 9/l) be the Hamming scheme H(d, 2). That is X= 
{(a 1 , ••• , ad)iai = 0 or 1} and ((a1. ... , ad), (a~, ... , a~)) E Ri if the number of j such that 
ai ,e aj is i(i = 0, 1, ... , n). Then H(d, 2) is a P-polynomial scheme with respect to R 1 
(namely with respect to the natural ordering) and also is a P-polynomial scheme with 
respect to Rd-1 if d is even (note that the graph (X, Rd- 1) is not connected if d is odd). 
The purpose of this paper is to show that an association scheme can have two 
P-polynomial structures in only a few different ways. Namely we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let f!l? = (X, 9/l) be a P-polynomial association scheme of class d;;:: 3 
(which is not the association scheme ofan n-gon) with the natural ordering R 0 , R 1. ... , Rd. 
If f!l? has a structure ofP-polynomial scheme with respect to some Rm (m ,e 1), then one of the 
following cases occurs. 
(i) m = 2, and the ordering is 
R; = R 2i fori= 0, 1, ... , [~] (1.1) 
R; = Rz<d-i)+1 fori=[~]+ 1, ... , d. 
(ii) m = d, and the ordering is 
R;i = Ri for i = 0, 1, ... , [~] 
(1.2) 
d-1]R;i+1 =Rd-i fori= 0, 1, ... , - - .[ 2 
(iii) m = d, and the ordering is 
R;i = Rzi fori= 0, 1, ... , -d-1- }2 
(for odd d), (1.3a) 
R;i+1 =Rd-zi. fori=O, 1, ... , d~ 1 
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R;; =Rz; fori= 0, 1, ... , [~] 
[d] 1 d1 ,Rz;=Rd-(2i-ll fort= 4 + , ... ,2 
(for even d). (1.3b) 
[d-2]R;i+l = Rd-Zi fori= 0, 1, ... , - ­4 
[d-2] d-2 R;;+l = Rzi+l fori= - - + 1, · · ·, - ­4 2 
(iv) m = d -1, and the ordering is 
m-1 
R;; =R 2; fori =0, 1, ... ,-­2 
m-1 (for even d), (1.4a)fori= 0, 1, ... , - ­
2 
R;; =Rz; fori= 0, 1, ... , [;] 
R~; = Rm-(2i-1) fori=[;]+ 1, ... , ~ 
2 (for odd d). (1.4b) 
R;i+l =Rm-2i fori= 0, 1, ... , [m ; ] 
-2[m-2] mR;i+1 =R 2 ;+1 fori= - - +1, ... ,-­4 2 
R~=Rd 
(v) m = d = 5, and the ordering is 
R~ =Rs 
R; =R3 
R~ =Rz (1.5) 
R~=R4 
R~ =R1. 
REMARK. Note that (i) and (ii) are dual and that (iii), (iv) and (v) are self-dual. We do 
not know whether all the cases mentioned above are actually realized. The cases (i), (ii) and 
(iv) are realized by Examples 2 and 3. Doug Leonard gave us some examples (with d = 3) 
where the case (iii) is realized. We do not know at present whether the case (iii) (with larger 
d) or the case (v) is actually realized. (See note added in proof.) 
From Theorem 1, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let f!e =(X, In) be an association scheme which is not the association 
scheme of an n-gon. Then f!e has no more than two P-po/ynomia/ structures. (Theorem 2 
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means that more than one of the cases mentioned in Theorem 1 do not occur simul­
taneously. 
It would be interesting to know: 
(i) whether similar results can be obtained for Q-polynomial association schemes; 
(ii) whether association schemes with two different P-polynomial structures can be 
completely determined. 
REMARK. Subsequently we have obtained a characterization (in terms of the inter­
section numbers) .of association schemes with two P-polynomial structures for some of the 
cases mentioned in Theorem 1. We hope to treat this topic more thoroughly in a future 
paper, but such a characterization seems to be most difficult for the case (iii) in Theorem 1. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let !J: = (X, 9/l) be a P-polynomial association scheme with respect to the natural 
ordering Ro, R1. ... , Rd. Let Pt be the constant numbers defined by Pt = 
j{z E Xj(x, z) E Rio (y, z) E Ri}j for (x, y) E Rk. We write ki = p~ and call ki 's the subdegrees. 
The (d + 1) x (d + 1) matrixB = (p~t) with Q.:;_j.:;_d and Q.:;_k .:;_dis called the intersection 
matrix and is a tri-diagonal matrix because of the P-polynomial structure. We write 
ai = P:1. bi =P:+1,1 and ci =P:-1,1· We have ki-1bi-1 = ciki (fori= 1, ... , d). The following 
is a well-known fact about the unimodal property of the subdegrees kj. 
LEMMA 2.1 
(i) 1 .:;,_ C2 .:;,_ C3 .:;,_ ' ' ' .:;,_ Cd. 
(ii) k1;;.b1;;.b2;;. ... ;;.bd-1· 
(iii) (Unimodality) There exists some IE {1, 2, ... , d} such that k 1 .:;,_ k 2.:;,_ · · · .:;,_ k1 and 
k/+1;;.: k/+2;;.: ... ;;.: kd. 
(iv) If ki < ki+1 and j < i, then ki < ki+ 1. If ki > ki+1 and j > i, then ki > ki+1· 
PROOF. See Biggs [1, Proposition 20.4] for (i) and (ii). The assertions (iii) and (iv) are 
immediate consequences of (i) and (ii) and the relations ki-1b;-1 = c;k;. 
Moreover we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2 
(i) If i + j .:;,_ d, then ci .:;,_ bi 
(ii) If i + j .:;,_ d and i < j, then k; .:;,_ ki. 
PROOF. See, for example, [6, Propositions 1 and 2]. 
LEMMA 2.3. [6] If either 
(a) k1=k2=k3 
or 
(b) k1=k2andd;;.4, 
then k1 = 2 and !J: is the association scheme of an n-gon. 
PROOF. See [6, Theorem]. (Part (a) was also proved by Tatsuro Ito independently 
several years ago (unpublished).) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In what follows we always assume that !!e = (X, (lJl) is a P-polynomial scheme with respect 
to the natural ordering and also that !!e is a P-polynomial scheme with respect to the 
relation Rm(m > 1). We assume that !!e is not the association scheme of an n-gon. 
We treat the following two cases separately. 
Case I. d ~2m. 
Case II. d <2m. 
First we assume that Case I holds and we prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If d ~2m, then we have m = 2 and 
(3.1) 
R; = R2(d-i)+1 fori=[£], 
moreover we have either k1,; k2,; · · ·,; kd-2,; kd-1,; kd or k1< k 2< · · · < kd-2< kd < 
kd-1· 
PROOF. We can write d =Am+ r with 0,; r,; m -1 and A ~ 2. Since R 1= Rm, we have 
clearly R; = R;m fori= 1, ... , A. We show that if R~+ 1 = R 1 then l >(A -1)m + r. Suppose 
that l,; (A -1)m + r and we shall get a contradiction. Clearly l >(A -1)m. Let x and y be 
points such that (x, y) E R 1 = R~+ 1 . Since !!e is a P-polynomial scheme with respect to the 
natural ordering, there exists a point z EX such that (x, z) E R 1-m and (z, y) E Rm. Since 
l- me {im; i = 1, ... , A} and /- m ¥ l, we haveR~+2 = R 1-m. On the other hand, 
since we have l +m,; d, there exists a point z' EX such that (x, z') E R 1+m and (z', y) E Rm. 
Since l +me {im; i = 1, ... , A} and l + m ¥ l, we have R~+2 = R 1+m• which is a contradic­
tion. Thus we have shown that l >(A -1)m + r. 
Now we clearly have that R ~+i =R 1-u-1Jm for i = 1, ... , A+ 1 if l ~Am; and for 
i = 1, ... , A if l <Am. Therefore if we take j = 2A if l >Am and j = 2A -1 if l <Am; then 
R j = Rn+m and R J+1 = Rn for certain n with 1,; n < m. 
Now we will show that m = 2 (and n = 1). We have km < k 2m, because otherwise k~ ~ k;, 
and this implies d,; 3 by Lemmas 2.2 (ii) and 2.3, which is absurd. Thus we obtain that 
km+n( = kj) > km( = k;) > kn( = kj+d· If m ~ 3, there exists an s such that m < s <2m and 
s ¥ m + n. We have km < k., and if we put k; = ks then i > j + 1. Since k; = ks > km > kn = 
kj+h we have a contradiction. Thus we have shown that m = 2, and consequently n = 1. 
Now d = 2A or 2A + 1. Clearly the ordering (3.1) must hold. Applying Lemma 2.1 for the 
P-polynomial scheme with respect to R 2 , we get the desired result about the magnitude of 
the k;'s. 
Next, we assume that Case II holds, and we prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose thatd <2m and thatR~ = Rm andR; =R51 • Then we have 
one of the following. 
(i) Ifm <s1. then 
d = 3, m = 2, s1 = 3 (i.e. R~ = R 2, R; = R 3, R~ = R 1), 
and k1 < k2 < k3 or k1 < k3 = k2. 
(ii-a) If m > S1 and km ~ k51 , then 
(1) d=3,m=3,s1=2 (i.e.R~=R3,R;=R2,R~=R 1 ), 
and k3 = k2 > k1 
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or 
(2) d=3,m=2,s1=1 (i.e.R~=R2,R~=Rt,R;=R3), 
andk2=k1>k3. 
(ii-b) If m > s1 and km < k 51 , then 
(1) m = d, s1= 1 (i.e. (1.2) in Theorem 1), 
or 
(2) m = d, s1= 2 (i.e. (1.3, a) and (1.3, b) in Theorem 1), 
or 
(3) m = d -1, s1= 2 (i.e. (1.4, a) and (1.4, b) in Theorem 1), 
or 
(4) m = d = 5, s1= 3 (i.e. (1.5) in Theorem 1). 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. We first prove (i). Here we assume that R ~ = Rm and 
R~ =Rs, and m <sh and d <2m. 
(i-a) Suppose that km ~ ks,· By Lemmas 2.1 (ii) and 2.2(b), we have d = 3, m = 2 and 
s1= 3, and k1 < k 3 = k2. 
(i-b) Suppose that km < ks,· We will show that d = 3, m = 2 and s1 = 3. We have 
k1 < k2 < k3 by Lemma 2.1. Since R; = R.,-m and ks,-m < km, we have k~ < k~ > 
k ;. Therefore (if d ~ 4) k; > k; for all i ~ 4. Therefore, we have m = 2, s1= 3 and 
this contradicts the assumption that d <2m (if d ~4). So we have d = 3, and we 
have k1< k2< k3 • This completes the proof for case (i). 
Next we prove (ii). We assume that R~ = Rm and R~ = Rs, and m > s1 (and of course 
d<2m). 
(ii-a) Suppose that km ~ ks,· By Lemmas 2.1 (ii) and 2.2(b) we have d = 3, and either (1) 
or (2) holds. 
(ii-b) Suppose that km < ks,· 
(ii-b-1) Suppose that m =d. We will show that s1~ 3 and the ordering of R/s is that 
mentioned in the conclusion. Here we assumed that R ~ = Rd and R ~ = Rs,· If s1¥- d- St, 
then we have R; = Rd-s,· More generally if R~;+ 1 = Rd-s, for i = 1, 2, ... , j -1 and 
R ~; = Rs, fori= 1, ... , j and if si ¥- d- si> then R ~i+ 1 = Rd-sr Now we can take the points 
zo, Zt, ... , zd such that (z0 , zh) E R~ and (zh-h zh) E R~ for h = 1, ... , d. Then we 
have (zo,Z2;)eR;;=Rs,; (zo,Z2i+1)eR;i+1 =Rd-s,; (zo,Z2;)eR;(i+1) =Rs,+, and 
(z2;, z2u+1J) E R; = Rs,· From the triangle inequality for the three point z 0 , Z2i+h Z2(i+1h we 
have that S;+1 ~ s; (that implies s;+1 > s;). Also from the triangle inequality for the three 
points z 0 , z2;, Z2(i+1h we have that S;+1~ S; +s1. If dis odd, then d- s; ¥- S; for any i. So we 
have R ;; = Rs, and R ;i+1 = R d-s, for all i = 1, ... , (d -1)/2 and S;-1< S; ~ S;-1 + s1 for 
i = 2, ... '(d -1)/2. 
If dis even, then we have for some I R;1 = Rs, and d- s1 = s1 (and so s1 = d/2). Now we 
set R ; 1+1 = Rs,+t" Then the previous argument shows that s1 < s2 · · · < St = d/2 and 
s;-1 < s; ~ s;_1+s1 for i = 2, ... , I. From the triangle inequalities for the three points 
z 0 , z21, z2t+h we have s1+1> d/2 =St. Now if we set R ;(i-1)+1 = Rs, and R ;; = Rd-s, for 
i =I+ 1, ... , d/2, then we have s; < S;+1 ~ s; +s1 for i =I, ... , d/2 -1. 
(ii)-b-1-a) Suppose that s1~3. We have Rd =Rt, Rd-1 =Rd-h Rd-2 =R2. Hence we 
have (zo, zd) E R d = R 1, (zo, Zd-2) E R d-2 = R2, (zd-2, zd) E R; = Rs,· From the triangle 
inequality for the three points z 0 , Zd-2, Zd, we obtain s1~ 3. Hence we have s1 = 3. Since 
d > s1 = 3, we have d ~ 4. Therefore there exist five points Xo, Xt, X2, X3, X4 such that 
(xo, x;) E R;, (X;-t, X;) E R 1 fori= 1, ... , 4, where we have (xo, x3) E R 3= R~ and (x3, x4) E 
R 1 = R d· Let (x0 , X4) E R: ( = R 4). Then from the triangle inequality for the three points Xo, 
x3, x 4, we have i > d- 2. Therefore we have i = d -1 = 4. That is d = 5 and R ~ = Rd, 
R; =R3, R; =R2, R~ =R4, R; =R1. (Case (v) in Theorem 1.) 
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(ii-b-1-~) Suppose that s1= 1. Then we clearly have 
R~i = Ri fori= 0, 1, ... , [~] 
and 
R~i+1 =Rd-i fori= 0, 1, ... , [~]. 
(This is the (1.2) in Theorem 1.) 
(ii-b-1-y) Finally in case (ii-b-1) suppose that s1= 2. Since s1= 2, we have si = si-1+ 1 
or si-1+ 2 for i = 2, ... , [d/2]. Let h be the smallest number such that sh = sh-1+ 1. Let 
sh,;; [d/2]. Then d- sh-1+ 1 = si for some j >h. On the other hand we have si,;; si-1+ s1= 
si-1+ 2. Since d- sh, d- sh-1 and si are three consecutive numbers, we must have 
si-1;;;, d- sh. This occurs only when d- sh = sh and h = j -1. Since h is the smallest number 
such that sh = sh-1+ 1, sh ( = d/2) is an odd number and h = (d +2)/4. 
Since we have si = si-1 + 2 for si < d/2, it is clear that si = si-1+ 2 for si > d/2. Since we 
have s1 < s2 < · · · < S[d/2l• it is clear that if d is even and not divisible by 4 then si = si-1+ 2 
fori i' (d + 2)/4 and si = si-1 + 1 fori= (d + 2)/4. Let us set sh > [d/2]. We can easily show 
that if dis odd then si = si-1+ 2 fori= 2, ... , [d/2] and if dis even then d must be divisible 
by 4 and si = si-1+2 fori i' (d/4)+ 1 and si = si-1+ 1 fori= (d/4)+ 1. 
Hence we have: 
if d = odd, then 
both fori= 0, 1, ... , (d -1)/2; 
if d = even, then 
R~i=R2i i=0,1, ... ,[d/4] 
R~i = Rd-(2i-1) i = [d/4] + 1, ... , d/2 
R~i+1=Rd-2i i=0,1, ... ,[(d-2)/4] 
R~i+1 = R2i+1 i = [(d -2)/4]+ 1, ... , (d -2)/2. 
(This is the (1.3a) and (1.3b) in Theorem 1.) 
(ii-b-2) Suppose that m <d. 
We will show that Rd=Rd,d=m+1,s1=1 or 2, and the ordering of R;'s is that 
mentioned in the conclusion. 
(ii-b-2-a) Suppose that Rd i' Rd. Then we have Rd = R; for some j (3 <;;;j,;; d -1). 
Since ks, > km, we have ks, > km > kd and k~ > k~ > kj. Therefore we have kj > kj+1 > 
· · · > k d· Let R d = R;. Then we have ki = k d < k j = kd. Therefore from Lemma 2.1 (the 
unimodality for the ki's) we have i = 1 (i.e. Rd = R 1). Now we can take the points 
x0 , X1. ... , xd such that (x0 , xi) E Ri, (xi-1> xi) E R 1 for i = 1, ... , d. Since (xo, Xm) E Rm = 
R~, (xm, Xm+1) E R 1 = Rd and (X, g(') is a P-polynomial scheme, we have (x0 , Xm+1) E Rd-1· 
On the other hand, since (xo, Xm) E Rm = R ~ and (xm, Xm-1) E R 1 = R d, we have (xo, Xm-1) E 
Rd-1. This is a contradiction. Hence we have Rd =Rd. 
(ii-b-2-~) Finally we assume that Rd =Rd. We will show that m = d -1 and s1,;; 2. If 
S1 + m <;;; d then we have 2s1 = m and R ~ = R ~m· Since ks, > km, we have km/2 > km > k~m. 
i.e. k~ > k~ > k~. Therefore we have ki,;; k~m for every i i' m/2, m. Hence we have 
(m/2) + 1 = m, i.e. m = 2 and s1= 1. But this case is impossible by Lemmas 2.1 (ii) and 
2.2(b) because k1 > k2 > k3. 
Suppose s1+ m > d and let d = m + r. We will show that r = 1 and s1 = 2. 
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Since Rd = R~, we have R~-1 = R,. Since s1;;;;. 2 and k1 ~ k;, (i = 2, ... , d -1) by Lem­
mas 2.1 and 2.2(ii), R~-1 must be Rh which implies that r = 1 and m = d -1. From the 
same argument as in the case d = m, we can choose sh s2, •.. , S[m/ 2]such that S;-1< s; ~ 
S;-1+s1 for i = 2, ... , [m/2]; and if d =even (m =odd) R~; =Rs, R~i+l =Rm-s, for 
i = 1, ... , (m -1)/2; and if d =odd (m =even) then we have s1 = m/2 for some I and 
R~; = Rs,, R~i+l = Rm-s,, for i = 1, ... , 1-1, R~l = Rs,, R~(i-1)+1 = Rs,, R~; = Rm-s, for 
i =I+ 1, ... , m/2. Suppose that s1;;;;. 3, then we have R~ = Rd, R~- 1 = Rh R~-2 = 
Rd-2, R~-3 = R2. From the triangle inequality for the three points z 0 , zd_3 , zd-l we obtain 
s1~ 3. Hence we have s1= 3. Since d > m > s1= 3, we have d;;;;. 5. Therefore there exist 
five points x0 , xh x2, X3, X4 such that (xo, X;) E R;, (X;-h x;) E R1 fori= 1, ... , 4, where we 
have (x0 , x3) E R 3= R~ and (x3, x4) E R1 = R~-1· Let (xo, X4) E R; ( = R4). Then from the 
triangle inequality for the three points x0 , x3, x4 , we have i;;;;. d- 3. Therefore we have 
i = d -2 =4. That is d = 6 and R;=Rs, R~ =R3, R; =R2, R~ =R4, R~ =R1. R~ =R6. 
However Lemma 2.2(ii) shows that k2= k3, and this is impossible again by Lemma 2.2(ii) 
because k2> k4 • Thus we have s1= 2. From the same argument as in the case d = m and 
s1= 2, we obtain (1.4a) and (1.4b) of Theorem 1. Thus the proof of Proposition 3.2 has 
been completed. 
Now the proof of Theorem 1 immediately follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, 
because the exceptional cases (i.e. (i); (ii-a) (1), (2)) in Proposition 3.2 are all regarded as 
special cases of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 1 as far as the ordering of the relations is 
concerned. Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. Let !!l' = (X, r!Jl) be a 
P-polynomial scheme with respect to the natural ordering R 0 , R h ... , Rd. We assume also 
that !!l' is a P-polynomial scheme with respect to each of Rm, and Rm2 where m1~ m2 and 
m1 > 1 and m2> 1. By Theorem 1, m1 and m2 must be two of 2, d -1 and d. 
(i) First suppose that {mh m2} = {2, d -1} or {2, d}. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that m1= 2. 
Let d;;;;. 5. Then Proposition 3.1 shows that k1 ~ k2~ · · · ~ kd-l ~ kd or k1< k2 < · · ·< 
kd-2 < kd < kd-1· Then applying the unimodality of the k; 's for the P-polynomial scheme 
with respect to Rm2 (together with Lemma 2.2) we get a contradiction. 
Let d = 3. Then m2 = 3 and we must have R'{ = R 3, R~ = R 1 and R3 = R 2. (Note that 
R; = R2, R~ = R3 and R; = R1.) The intersection matrix (with respect to the natural 
ordering) is given by 
Now we can see that the condition that !!l' becomes a P-polynomial scheme with respect to 
R2 implies that 
a2 = 0 and a3 > a1. (4.1) 
(Note that the intersection matrix B' with respect to R 2 is given by (1/c2)(B 2 - a1B- ki) 
where I is the 4 by 4 identity matrix.) Since the relations of r!Jl" with respect to r!ll' is the 
same as that of R' with respect to r!ll, we have that 
a~ =0. (4.2) 
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This implies that 
1 2
a2I =- (b2c3- a3 -a1a3- k) = 0. 
c2 
Since b2c3- a~- a1a3- k = b2c3+ (a3- a1)a3- k and b2 ;:.;;.1, a3- a1 ;:.;;.1 and C3 + a3 = k, 
we have b2= 1, a 3- a 1= 1 and so c2= k -1 (because a 2= 0). This clearly contradicts 
Lemma 2.1. 
Let d = 4. Then we must have m = 4 and R~ = R 4 , R2 = R1. R3 = R 3and R4 = R2. (Note 
that R~ = R 2, R~ = R 4 , R; = R 3 and R~ = Rt-) The intersection matrix B is defined by 
0 1 0 
k a1 C2 
B= bl a2 C3 
b2 a3 c4 
0 b3 a4 
and we have that 
a2=0, a3 = a1 and a4>a2. (4.3) 
Now the condition a~= 0 implies that 
1 2 
- (b3C4 +a4 -ala4 -k) = 0. 
c2 
This implies that b3=1,a4-a1=1, and so c3=k-a-1 and c4=k-a-l. Since b1= 
k- a -1 (because k2:s; k3). But this is a contradiction, because k2= k3> k4 (contradiction 
to Proposition 3.1). 
(ii) Suppose that {mh m2} ={d -1, d}. 
We may assume that m 1 = d -1 and m2 = d and that d -1 > 2 (and sod;:.;;. 4). Let (X, 9ll') 
and (X, In") be the P-polynomial schemes with respect to Rm, and Rm2 respectively. Now 
from Theorem 1 we may assume that s 1 ;:.;;. 2 (and self-dual) for both Rm, and Rm2 , otherwise 
we are reduced to the previous case (i) (i.e. {m 1, m2} = {2, d -1} or {2, d}) since the cases (i) 
and (ii) in Theorem 1 are dual. Now the relation of In" with respect to In' must be either 
m = d -1 or d and self-dual. If m = d -1 then in and In" must become an identical relation 
starting from in', and this is impossible. If m = d, then 9ll and in' must become an identical 
relation starting from In", and this is impossible. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 2. 
Note added in proof. Since submission of this manuscript, we have completed the 
characterization by parameters of association schemes with two P-polynomial structures. 
Our preprint (which will not be published): On association schemes with two P-poly­
nomial structures, is available on request to the first author. There the impossibiiity of case 
(v) in Theorem 1 is also proved. 
Also we have learned that essentially the same characterization as ours mentioned 
above (the result in this paper is obtained as a corollary of it) has been proved by A. 
Gardiner. His paper "Redrawing distance-regular graphs" is to appear in Proc. London 
Math. Soc. 
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